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Product versions
Product versions
New product variant InfoZoom 64-Bit
InfoZoom is now available as a 64-Bit version for operation with Microsoft Windows 64-Bit operating systems. This version makes it possible to process very large amounts of data. The product variant InfoZoom 64-Bit corresponds to the product variant InfoZoom Professional in its functions.
Note: The following functions are not available in the product version InfoZoom 64-Bit::
	InfoZoom-Charts 

InfoZoom OLE DB Provider
Language versions
New language versions
InfoZoom is also now available in the following languages:
	Italian 

Polish 
Hungarian
Topic: Languages and Language Names
Views
Hide tables
New functionality: Hiding tables
When working in an Infoscape with value lists, reports and charts, you can arrange the windows on the screen to suit your requirements. To get a better overview, you can hide the relevant table if this is not needed. When the table is hidden, you can work in the value lists, reports and charts as normal.
Topic: Hiding Tables
Data import
Database wizard
New functionality: Displaying the number of records
You can now determine and display the number of data records contained for the selected data sources respectively. Thus, you can already assess how large the data import will be when compiling the data.
Topic: Adding Data Sources

Expanded functionality: Include SQL code generation properties
The presets of the SQL code generation properties have been extended for the data import from DB2 databases via ODBC. Hence, you can now determine what the columns of DB2 databases in the SQL statement should be called. The following new option button is provided for this purpose: Columns have the name of the table including prefix as prefix
Tables
Table section as new table
Expanded functionality: Taking over queries 
Queries stored in the original table are now applied to the new table as well.
Topic: Content of the Table Section as New Table
Attributes
Create date groups
New functionality: Creating date groups 
You can represent individual date details in additional attributes for the dates and times of an attribute. The attributes are combined in a special attribute group, the date group.
Topic: Creating Date Groups
Calculating attribute values
New function for formulas: WEEKDAY 
Returns the name of the weekday for a date.
Topic: WEEKDAY
Queries
Defining queries
Expanded functionality: Define queries 
When defining a query, you can now determine that all open values lists and report windows (active reports and charts as well as Excel reports) are closed at the start of the query.
Topic: Close All Open Reports, Charts and Value Lists
Defining and executing queries
New functionality: Save window sizes and the window layout of the report window
The window sizes and the window layout of the individual report windows are saved in the query. Hence, you can arrange minimise or maximise the report window according to your requirements during the definition of the query so that the report window is displayed accordingly when executing the query.
Reports
Generating reports
Changed functionality: Generating reports 
Internal reports generated with the standard report template in InfoZoom Version 6.40 and later no longer contain the column at the left-hand edge of the data range. Thus, the data area starts in column “A” of the worksheet in such reports. If you should need the left margin in a report, however, you can still display the left margin in a report via the menu item Format | Data area | left formula column. This might be necessary, for example, if you want to edit a report from an older InfoZoom version. If you need the left margin in all reports, you can change the default report template accordingly.
The InfoZoom Logo has also been omitted.
Provision of Data
InfoZoom Office Add-Ins
New Add-Ins for Transferring and Further Processing Data in Microsoft Office Applications 
InfoZoom now provides various Add-Ins for Microsoft Office (from version 2007 onwards). With the aid of the Add-Ins you can conveniently transfer the data from different InfoZoom tables to a Microsoft Office application and process it further there, e.g. in Microsoft Excel.
The Add-In can be used with the following InfoZoom product versions:
	InfoZoom Professional 

InfoZoom Business 
InfoZoom 64-Bit
Topic: InfoZoom Office Add-Ins
Command line parameters
Command line parameters
New command line parameters 
-savereport
Saving reports and charts
Topic: Reports

-link
Linking the last two opened tables via a common attribute
Topic: Linking two Tables (Link)

-cascade
Arranging windows one above the other or side by side
Topic: Arranging Table Windows

-tileHorizontal


-tileVertical



Batch processing
Expanded functionality: Invisible batch processing 
In the first line of the log file "InfoZoomLog.txt", the date and time of the batch processing will now be shown. With the aid of this data, you can know when the batch processing was started.


